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Mixed-Signal Circuits offers a thoroughly modern treatment of integrated circuit design in the
context of mixed-signal applications. Featuring chapters authored by leading experts from
industry and academia, this book: Discusses signal integrity and large-scale simulation,
verification, and testing Demonstrates advanced design techniques that enable digital circuits
and sensitive analog circuits to coexist without any compromise Describes the process
technology needed to address the performance challenges associated with developing
complex mixed-signal circuits Deals with modeling topics, such as reliability, variability, and
crosstalk, that define pre-silicon design methodology and trends, and are the focus of
companies involved in wireless applications Develops methods to move analog into the digital
domain quickly, minimizing and eliminating common trade-offs between performance, power
consumption, simulation time, verification, size, and cost Details approaches for very lowpower performances, high-speed interfaces, phase-locked loops (PLLs), voltage-controlled
oscillators (VCOs), analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), and biomedical filters Delineates the
respective parts of a full system-on-chip (SoC), from the digital parts to the baseband blocks,
radio frequency (RF) circuitries, electrostatic-discharge (ESD) structures, and built-in self-test
(BIST) architectures Mixed-Signal Circuits explores exciting opportunities in wireless
communications and beyond. The book is a must for anyone involved in mixed-signal circuit
design for future technologies.
This book tackles challenges for the design of analog integrated circuits that operate from ultralow power supply voltages (down to 0.5V). Coverage demonstrates the signal processing
circuit and circuit biasing approaches through the design of operational transconductance
amplifiers (OTAs). These amplifiers are then used to build analog system functions including
continuous time filter and a sample and hold amplifier.
An introduction to the design of analog VLSI circuits. Neuromorphic engineers work to improve
the performance of artificial systems through the development of chips and systems that
process information collectively using primarily analog circuits. This book presents the central
concepts required for the creative and successful design of analog VLSI circuits. The
discussion is weighted toward novel circuits that emulate natural signal processing. Unlike
most circuits in commercial or industrial applications, these circuits operate mainly in the
subthreshold or weak inversion region. Moreover, their functionality is not limited to linear
operations, but also encompasses many interesting nonlinear operations similar to those
occurring in natural systems. Topics include device physics, linear and nonlinear circuit forms,
translinear circuits, photodetectors, floating-gate devices, noise analysis, and process
technology.
In system design (in particular, industrial control systems), there is, and has been, a
continuous need to sense real-world analog quantities (such as temperature, pressure, or
humidity), make computations with them, and then perform some action with the result. In
today's systems, the computations need to be made at increased speeds and the accuracy
with which the computations must be made, even as the speed increases, must be the same
or higher as time progresses. The advent of the microcontroller, and its extensive use in all
types of control applications, many of them battery powered, has led to new control system
design approaches. Rather than computing using analog quantities, the analog quantities are
sensed, conditioned, and converted to digital, processed digitally, and then converted back to
an analog output, which is then used to perform the necessary output action. This practical
textbook covers the latest techniques in microcontroller-based control system design. It is
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aimed at engineering students and engineers new to working with microcontrollers. It covers
the fundamentals of: 1. Sensors and the electrical signals they output. 2. The design and
application of the electronic circuits that receive and condition (change or modify) the sensor
analog signals. 3. The design and application of the circuits that convert analog signals to
digital and digital signals to analog. 4. The makeup and operation of a microcontroller and how
to program it. 5. The application of electronic circuits for system power control. The book,
written by an experienced microcontroller engineer and textbook author, is suitable for
community college students, technical school students, technicians and engineers just being
introduced to microcontroller system design. It is an introductory book, focusing on real-world
implementation of a basic control system, with real-world circuit examples. Readers will find
clearly written discussion coupled with lots of illustrations. They will also find worked-out
examples that illustrate principles within each chapter and quizzes to aid understanding.
Besides these specifics, a hands-on project, suitable for an electronics microcontroller
laboratory course, using the popular and low-cost TI MSP430 microcontroller, is discussed in
detail. The accompanying CD-ROM contains microcontrollers application notes, code for the
software examples, and problem solutions. * Seasoned Texas Instruments designer provides a
ground-up perspective on embedded control systems * Pedagogical style provides a selflearning approach with examples, quizzes and review features * CD-ROM contains source
code and more!
Analog circuit and system design today is more essential than ever before. With the growth of
digital systems, wireless communications, complex industrial and automotive systems,
designers are challenged to develop sophisticated analog solutions. This comprehensive
source book of circuit design solutions will aid systems designers with elegant and practical
design techniques that focus on common circuit design challenges. The book’s in-depth
application examples provide insight into circuit design and application solutions that you can
apply in today’s demanding designs. Covers the fundamentals of linear/analog circuit and
system design to guide engineers with their design challenges Based on the Application Notes
of Linear Technology, the foremost designer of high performance analog products, readers will
gain practical insights into design techniques and practice Broad range of topics, including
power management tutorials, switching regulator design, linear regulator design, data
conversion, signal conditioning, and high frequency/RF design Contributors include the leading
lights in analog design, Robert Dobkin, Jim Williams and Carl Nelson, among others
Analog Circuits and Systems for Voltage-Mode and Current-Mode Sensor Interfacing
ApplicationsSpringer Science & Business Media
The purpose of this book is to present analysis and design principles, procedures and
techniques of analog integrated circuits which are to be implemented in MOS (metal oxide
semiconductor) technology. MOS technology is becoming dominant in the realization of digital
systems, and its use for analog circuits opens new pos sibilities for the design of complex
mixed analog/digital VLSI (very large scale in tegration) chips. Although we are focusing
attention in this book principally on circuits and systems which can be implemented in CMOS
technology, many con siderations and structures are of a general nature and can be adapted
to other promising and emerging technologies, namely GaAs (Gallium Arsenide) and BI MOS
(bipolar MOS, i. e. circuits which combine both bipolar and CMOS devices) technology.
Moreover, some of the structures and circuits described in this book can also be useful without
integration. In this book we describe two large classes of analog integrated circuits: • switched
capacitor (SC) networks, • continuous-time CMOS (unswitched) circuits. SC networks are
sampled-data systems in which electric charges are transferred from one point to another at
regular discrete intervals of time and thus the signal samples are stored and processed. Other
circuits belonging to this class of sampled-data systems are charge transfer devices (CTD) and
charge coupled dev ices (CCD). In contrast to SC circuits, continuous-time CMOS circuits
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operate continuously in time. They can be considered as subcircuits or building blocks (e. g.
It follows with a thorough treatment of design operational and operational
transconductance amplifiers, and concludes with a unified presentation of sampledata and continuous-time signal processing systems.
This book provides insight into organic electronics technology and in analog
circuit techniques that can be used to increase the performance of both analog
and digital organic circuits. It explores the domain of organic electronics
technology for analog circuit applications, specifically smart sensor systems. It
focuses on all the building blocks in the data path of an organic sensor system
between the sensor and the digital processing block. Sensors, amplifiers, analogto-digital converters and DC-DC converters are discussed in detail. Coverage
includes circuit techniques, circuit implementation, design decisions and
measurement results of the building blocks described.
This book describes the design of CMOS circuits for ultra-low power consumption
including analog, radio frequency (RF), and digital signal processing circuits
(DSP). The book addresses issues from circuit and system design to production
design, and applies the ultra-low power circuits described to systems for digital
hearing aids and capsule endoscope devices. Provides a valuable introduction to
ultra-low power circuit design, aimed at practicing design engineers; Describes all
key building blocks of ultra-low power circuits, from a systems perspective;
Applies circuits and systems described to real product examples such as hearing
aids and capsule endoscopes.
In PSpice for Analog Communications Engineering we simulate the difficult
principles of analog modulation using the superb free simulation software
Cadence Orcad PSpice V10.5. While use is made of analog behavioral model
parts (ABM), we use actual circuitry in most of the simulation circuits. For
example, we use the 4-quadrant multiplier IC AD633 as a modulator and import
real speech as the modulating source and look at the trapezoidal method for
measuring the modulation index. Modulation is the process of relocating signals
to different parts of the radio frequency spectrum by modifying certain
parameters of the carrier in accordance with the modulating/information signals.
In amplitude modulation, the modulating source changes the carrier amplitude,
but in frequency modulation it causes the carrier frequency to change (and in
phase modulation it’s the carrier phase). The digital equivalent of these
modulation techniques are examined in PSpice for Digital communications
Engineering where we examine QAM, FSK, PSK and variants. We examine a
range of oscillators and plot Nyquist diagrams showing themarginal stability of
these systems. The superhetrodyne principle, the backbone of modern receivers
is simulated using discrete components followed by simulating complete AM and
FM receivers. In this exercise we examine the problems ofmatching individual
stages and the use of double-tuned RF circuits to accommodate the large FM
signal bandwidth.
Handbook of Analog Circuit Design deals with general techniques involving
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certain circuitries and designs. The book discusses instrumentation and control
circuits that are part of circuit designs. The text reviews the organization of
electronics as structural (what it is), causal (what it does), and functional (what it
is for). The text also explains circuit analyses and the nature of design. The book
then describes some basic amplified circuits and commonly used procedures in
analyzing them using tests of amplification, input resistance, and output
resistance. The text then explains the feedback circuits—similar to mathematical
recursion or to iterative loops in computer software programs. The book also
explains high performance amplification in analog-to-digital converters, or vice
versa, and the use of composite topologies to improve performance. The text
then enumerates various other signal-processing functions considered as part of
analog circuit design. The monograph is helpful for radio technicians, circuit
designers, instrumentation specialists, and students in electronics.
IS THE TOPIC ANALOG TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS TIMELY? Yes, indeed it is.
Testing and Diagnosis is an important topic and fulfills a vital need for the
electronic industry. The testing and diagnosis of digital electronic circuits has
been successfuIly developed to the point that it can be automated. Unfortu
nately, its development for analog electronic circuits is still in its Stone Age. The
engineer's intuition is still the most powerful tool used in the industry! There are
two reasons for this. One is that there has been no pressing need from the
industry. Analog circuits are usuaIly small in size. Sometimes, the engineer's
experience and intuition are sufficient to fulfill the need. The other reason is that
there are no breakthrough results from academic re search to provide the
industry with critical ideas to develop tools. This is not because of a lack of effort.
Both academic and industrial research groups have made major efforts to look
into this problem. Unfortunately, the prob lem for analog circuits is fundamentally
different from and much more diffi cult than its counterpart for digital circuits.
These efforts have led to some important findings, but are still not at the point of
being practicaIly useful. However, these situations are now changing. The current
trend for the design of VLSI chips is to use analog/digital hybrid circuits, instead
of digital circuits from the past. Therefore, even Ix x Preface though the analog
circuit may be small, the total circuit under testing is large.
This textbook is designed for graduate-level courses, and for self-study, in analog
and sampled-data, including switched-capacitor, circuit theory and design for
ongoing, or active electrical engineers, needing to become proficient in analog
circuit design on a system, rather than on a device, level. After decades of
experience in industry and teaching this material in academic settings, the author
has extracted many of the most important and useful features of analog circuit
theory and design and presented them in a manner that is easy to digest and
utilize. The methodology and analysis techniques presented can be applied to
areas well beyond those specifically addressed in this book. This book is meant
to enable readers to gain a 'general knowledge' of one aspect of analog
engineering (e.g., that of network theory, filter design, system theory and
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sampled-data signal processing). The presentation is self-contained and should
be accessible to anyone with a first degree in electrical engineering.
Many instrumentation engineers and scientists often deal with analog electronic issues
when approaching delicate measurements. Even if off-the-shelf measuring solutions
exist, comprehension of the analog behavior of the measuring system is often a
necessity. This book provides a concise introduction to the main elements of a low
frequency analog acquisition chain. It aims to be sufficiently general to provide an
introduction, yet specific enough to guide the reader through some classical problems
that may be encountered in the subject. Topics include sensors, conditioning circuits,
differential and instrumentation amplifiers, active filters (mainly for anti-aliasing
purposes) and analog to digital converters. A chapter is devoted to an introduction to
noise and electronic compatibility. This work is intended for people with a general
background in electronics and signal processing, who are looking for an introduction to
classical electronic solutions employed in measuring instruments involving low
frequency analog signal processing.
This book introduces the basic mathematical tools used to describe noise and its
propagation through linear systems and provides a basic description of the
improvement of signal-to-noise ratio by signal averaging and linear filtering. The text
also demonstrates how op amps are the keystone of modern analog signal conditioning
systems design, and il
The tools and techniques you need to break the analog design bottleneck! Ten years
ago, analog seemed to be a dead-end technology. Today, System-on-Chip (SoC)
designs are increasingly mixed-signal designs. With the advent of application-specific
integrated circuits (ASIC) technologies that can integrate both analog and digital
functions on a single chip, analog has become more crucial than ever to the design
process. Today, designers are moving beyond hand-crafted, one-transistor-at-a-time
methods. They are using new circuit and physical synthesis tools to design practical
analog circuits; new modeling and analysis tools to allow rapid exploration of system
level alternatives; and new simulation tools to provide accurate answers for analog
circuit behaviors and interactions that were considered impossible to handle only a few
years ago. To give circuit designers and CAD professionals a better understanding of
the history and the current state of the art in the field, this volume collects in one place
the essential set of analog CAD papers that form the foundation of today's new analog
design automation tools. Areas covered are: Analog synthesis Symbolic analysis
Analog layout Analog modeling and analysis Specialized analog simulation Circuit
centering and yield optimization Circuit testing Computer-Aided Design of Analog
Integrated Circuits and Systems is the cutting-edge reference that will be an invaluable
resource for every semiconductor circuit designer and CAD professional who hopes to
break the analog design bottleneck.
Newnes has worked with Robert Pease, a leader in the field of analog design to select
the very best design-specific material that we have to offer. The Newnes portfolio has
always been know for its practical no nonsense approach and our design content is in
keeping with that tradition. This material has been chosen based on its timeliness and
timelessness. Designers will find inspiration between these covers highlighting basic
design concepts that can be adapted to today's hottest technology as well as design
material specific to what is happening in the field today. As an added bonus the editor
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of this reference tells you why this is important material to have on hand at all times. A
library must for any design engineers in these fields. *Hand-picked content selected by
analog design legend Robert Pease *Proven best design practices for op amps,
feedback loops, and all types of filters *Case histories and design examples get you off
and running on your current project
Methodology for the Digital Calibration of Analog Circuits and Systems shows how to
relax the extreme design constraints in analog circuits, allowing the realization of highprecision systems even with low-performance components. A complete methodology is
proposed, and three applications are detailed. To start with, an in-depth analysis of
existing compensation techniques for analog circuit imperfections is carried out. The
M/2+M sub-binary digital-to-analog converter is thoroughly studied, and the use of this
very low-area circuit in conjunction with a successive approximations algorithm for
digital compensation is described. A complete methodology based on this
compensation circuit and algorithm is then proposed. The detection and correction of
analog circuit imperfections is studied, and a simulation tool allowing the transparent
simulation of analog circuits with automatic compensation blocks is introduced. The first
application shows how the sub-binary M/2+M structure can be employed as a
conventional digital-to-analog converter if two calibration and radix conversion
algorithms are implemented. The second application, a SOI 1T DRAM, is then
presented. A digital algorithm chooses a suitable reference value that compensates
several circuit imperfections together, from the sense amplifier offset to the dispersion
of the memory read currents. The third application is the calibration of the sensitivity of
a current measurement microsystem based on a Hall magnetic field sensor. Using a
variant of the chopper modulation, the spinning current technique, combined with a
second modulation of a reference signal, the sensitivity of the complete system is
continuously measured without interrupting normal operation. A thermal drift lower than
50 ppm/°C is achieved, which is 6 to 10 times less than in state-of-the-art
implementations. Furthermore, the calibration technique also compensates drifts due to
mechanical stresses and ageing.
As the frequency of communication systems increases and the dimensions of
transistors are reduced, more and more stringent performance requirements are placed
on analog circuits. This is a trend that is bound to continue for the foreseeable future
and while it does, understanding performance trade-offs will constitute a vital part of the
analog design process. It is the insight and intuition obtained from a fundamental
understanding of performance conflicts and trade-offs, that ultimately provides the
designer with the basic tools necessary for effective and creative analog design. Tradeoffs in Analog Circuit Design, which is devoted to the understanding of trade-offs in
analog design, is quite unique in that it draws together fundamental material from, and
identifies interrelationships within, a number of key analog circuits. The book covers ten
subject areas: Design methodology, Technology, General Performance, Filters,
Switched Circuits, Oscillators, Data Converters, Transceivers, Neural Processing, and
Analog CAD. Within these subject areas it deals with a wide diversity of trade-offs
ranging from frequency-dynamic range and power, gain-bandwidth, speed-dynamic
range and phase noise, to tradeoffs in design for manufacture and IC layout. The book
has by far transcended its original scope and has become both a designer's companion
as well as a graduate textbook. An important feature of this book is that it promotes an
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intuitive approach to understanding analog circuits by explaining fundamental
relationships and, in many cases, providing practical illustrative examples to
demonstrate the inherent basic interrelationships and trade-offs. Trade-offs in Analog
Circuit Design draws together 34 contributions from some of the world's most eminent
analog circuits-and-systems designers to provide, for the first time, a comprehensive
text devoted to a very important and timely approach to analog circuit design.
This book is an undergraduate textbook for students of electrical and electronic
engineering. It is written with second year students particularly in mind, and discusses
analogue circuits used in various fields.

Unlike books currently on the market, this book attempts to satisfy two goals:
combine circuits and electronics into a single, unified treatment, and establish a
strong connection with the contemporary world of digital systems. It will introduce
a new way of looking not only at the treatment of circuits, but also at the
treatment of introductory coursework in engineering in general. Using the concept
of ''abstraction,'' the book attempts to form a bridge between the world of physics
and the world of large computer systems. In particular, it attempts to unify
electrical engineering and computer science as the art of creating and exploiting
successive abstractions to manage the complexity of building useful electrical
systems. Computer systems are simply one type of electrical systems. +Balances
circuits theory with practical digital electronics applications. +Illustrates concepts
with real devices. +Supports the popular circuits and electronics course on the
MIT OpenCourse Ware from which professionals worldwide study this new
approach. +Written by two educators well known for their innovative teaching and
research and their collaboration with industry. +Focuses on contemporary MOS
technology.
This comprehensive text discusses the fundamentals of analog electronics
applications, design, and analysis. Unlike the physics approach in other analog
electronics books, this text focuses on an engineering approach, from the main
components of an analog circuit to general analog networks. Concentrating on
development of standard formulae for conventional analog systems, the book is
filled with practical examples and detailed explanations of procedures to analyze
analog circuits. The book covers amplifiers, filters, and op-amps as well as
general applications of analog design.
This volume concentrates on three topics: mixed analog--digital circuit design,
sensor interface circuits and communication circuits. The book comprises six
papers on each topic of a tutorial nature aimed at improving the design of analog
circuits. The book is divided into three parts. Part I: Mixed Analog--Digital Circuit
Design considers the largest growth area in microelectronics. Both standard
designs and ASICs have begun integrating analog cells and digital sections on
the same chip. The papers cover topics such as groundbounce and supply-line
spikes, design methodologies for high-level design and actual mixed
analog--digital designs. Part II: Sensor Interface Circuits describes various types
of signal conditioning circuits and interfaces for sensors. These include interface
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solutions for capacitive sensors, sigma--delta modulation used to combine a
microprocessor compatible interface with on chip CMOS sensors, injectable
sensors and responders, signal conditioning circuits and sensors combined with
indirect converters. Part III: Communication Circuits concentrates on systems
and implemented circuits for use in personal communication systems. These
have applications in cordless telephones and mobile telephone systems for use
in cellular networks. A major requirement for these systems is low power
consumption, especially when operating in standby mode, so as to maximise the
time between battery recharges.
The microelectronics market, with special emphasis to the production of complex
mixed-signal systems-on-chip (SoC), is driven by three main dynamics, time-market, productivity and managing complexity. Pushed by the progress in nameter technology, the design teams are facing a curve of complexity that grows
exponentially, thereby slowing down the productivity design rate. Analog design
automation tools are not developing at the same pace of technology, once
custom design, characterized by decisions taken at each step of the analog
design flow, - lies most of the time on designer knowledge and expertise.
Actually, the use of - sign management platforms, like the Cadences Virtuoso
platform, with a set of - tegrated CAD tools and database facilities to deal with the
design transformations from the system level to the physical implementation, can
significantly speed-up the design process and enhance the productivity of
analog/mixed-signal integrated circuit (IC) design teams. These design
management platforms are a valuable help in analog IC design but they are still
far behind the development stage of design automation tools already available for
digital design. Therefore, the development of new CAD tools and design
methodologies for analog and mixed-signal ICs is ess- tial to increase the
designer’s productivity and reduce design productivitygap. The work presented
in this book describes a new design automation approach to the problem of
sizing analog ICs.
Intuitive Analog Circuit Design outlines ways of thinking about analog circuits and
systems that let you develop a feel for what a good, working analog circuit design
should be. This book reflects author Marc Thompson's 30 years of experience
designing analog and power electronics circuits and teaching graduate-level
analog circuit design, and is the ideal reference for anyone who needs a
straightforward introduction to the subject. In this book, Dr. Thompson describes
intuitive and "back-of-the-envelope" techniques for designing and analyzing
analog circuits, including transistor amplifiers (CMOS, JFET, and bipolar),
transistor switching, noise in analog circuits, thermal circuit design, magnetic
circuit design, and control systems. The application of some simple rules of
thumb and design techniques is the first step in developing an intuitive
understanding of the behavior of complex electrical systems. Introducing analog
circuit design with a minimum of mathematics, this book uses numerous realworld examples to help you make the transition to analog design. The second
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edition is an ideal introductory text for anyone new to the area of analog circuit
design. Design examples are used throughout the text, along with end-of-chapter
examples Covers real-world parasitic elements in circuit design and their effects
High-speed, power-efficient analog integrated circuits can be used as standalone
devices or to interface modern digital signal processors and micro-controllers in
various applications, including multimedia, communication, instrumentation, and
control systems. New architectures and low device geometry of complementary
metaloxidesemiconductor (CMOS) technologies have accelerated the movement
toward system on a chip design, which merges analog circuits with digital, and
radio-frequency components.
Analog CMOS Microelectronic Circuits describes novel approaches for analog
electronic interfaces design, especially for resistive and capacitive sensors
showing a wide variation range, with the intent to cover a lack of solutions in the
literature. After an initial description of sensors and main definitions, novel
electronic circuits, which do not require any initial calibrations, are described;
they show both AC and DC excitation voltage for the employed sensor, and use
both voltage-mode and current-mode approaches. The proposed interfaces can
be realized both as prototype boards, for fast characterization (in this sense, they
can be easily implemented by students and researchers), and as integrated
circuits, using modern low-voltage low-power design techniques (in this case,
specialist analog microelectronic researchers will find them useful). The primary
audience of Analog CMOS Microelectronic Circuits are: analog circuit designers,
sensor companies, Ph.D. students on analog microelectronics, undergraduate
and postgraduate students in electronic engineering.
The content has been carefully designed to meet the requirements of first and
second year students of electronic engineering, communications engineering and
telecommunications, following full honours degree programs or two-year courses
including HNC/HND. A completely new analog electronics textbook for the digital
age Coverage ideal for courses with a communications / wireless focus
Discover a fresh approach to efficient and insight-driven analog integrated circuit
design in nanoscale-CMOS with this hands-on guide. Expert authors present a
sizing methodology that employs SPICE-generated lookup tables, enabling close
agreement between hand analysis and simulation. This enables the exploration
of analog circuit tradeoffs using the gm/ID ratio as a central variable in scriptbased design flows, and eliminates time-consuming iterations in a circuit
simulator. Supported by downloadable MATLAB code, and including over forty
detailed worked examples, this book will provide professional analog circuit
designers, researchers, and graduate students with the theoretical know-how and
practical tools needed to acquire a systematic and re-use oriented design style
for analog integrated circuits in modern CMOS.
A reference volume of analog electronic circuits based on the op-amp, containing
practical detail and technical advice.
The Principles and Application in Engineering Series is a new series of
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convenient, economical references sharply focused on particular engineering
topics and subspecialties. Each volume in this series comprises chapters
carefully selected from CRC's bestselling handbooks, logically organized for
optimum convenience, and thoughtfully priced to fit
Computer-Aided Design of Analog Circuits and Systems brings together in one
place important contributions and state-of-the-art research results in the rapidly
advancing area of computer-aided design of analog circuits and systems. This
book serves as an excellent reference, providing insights into some of the most
important issues in the field.
A comprehensive and in-depth review of analog circuitlayout, schematic
architecture, device, power network and ESDdesign This book will provide a
balanced overview of analog circuitdesign layout, analog circuit schematic
development,architecture of chips, and ESD design. It will start atan introductory
level and will bring the reader right up to thestate-of-the-art. Two critical design
aspects for analog and powerintegrated circuits are combined. The first design
aspect coversanalog circuit design techniques to achieve the desired
circuitperformance. The second and main aspect presents the
additionalchallenges associated with the design of adequate and effective
ESDprotection elements and schemes. A comprehensive list of
practicalapplication examples is used to demonstrate the successfulcombination
of both techniques and any potential designtrade-offs. Chapter One looks at
analog design discipline, including layoutand analog matching and analog layout
design practices. Chapter Twodiscusses analog design with circuits, examining:
singletransistor amplifiers; multi-transistor amplifiers; active loadsand more. The
third chapter covers analog design layout (alsoMOSFET layout), before Chapters
Four and Five discuss analog designsynthesis. The next chapters introduce the
reader to analog-digitalmixed signal design synthesis, analog signal pin ESD
networks, andanalog ESD power clamps. Chapter Nine, the last chapter, covers
ESDdesign in analog applications. Clearly describes analog design fundamentals
(circuitfundamentals) as well as outlining the various ESDimplications Covers a
large breadth of subjects and technologies, such asCMOS, LDMOS, BCD, SOI,
and thick body SOI Establishes an “ESD analog design” discipline
thatdistinguishes itself from the alternative ESD digital designfocus Focuses on
circuit and circuit design applications Assessible, with the artwork and tutorial
style of the ESD bookseries PowerPoint slides are available for university
facultymembers Even in the world of digital circuits, analog and power circuitsare
two very important but under-addressed topics, especially fromthe ESD aspect.
Dr. Voldman’s new book will serve as anessential and practical guide to the
greater IC community. Withhigh practical and academic values this book is
a“bible” for professionals, graduate students, deviceand circuit designers for
investigating the physics of ESD and forproduct designs and testing.
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